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1. Facebook's decision-making on content policy is routinely influenced by
political considerations.

2. The Communications and Public Policy teams are routinely asked for input.
on decisions regarding (a) enforcing existing content policy, (b) drafting new policy
and (¢) designing algorithms. Those teams often block changes when they see that they
could harm powerful political actors.

3. The influence of the Public Policy team is a common topic of complaint
inside the Integrity org, and Directors working in integrity have publicly stated they.
think our processes be changed to exclude them.

4. We can and should set up a firewall between content-policy and other parts 0)
of the company. A more concrete argument for this here. 2

og

2Political Influence on Content Policy at Facebook olf
Oo

1. Facebook has a huge teamof people working on content policy who do great z i
work. Our moderation infrastructure is a massive achievement, and none ofthis is oh
meanttocast doubt on that. a

2. Facebook routinely makes exceptions for powerful actors when enforcing gE
content policy. The standard protocol for enforcement and policy involves consulting.
Public Policy on any significant changes, and their input regularly protects pdwerful g
constituencies. Detailed examples are given below. Briefly: a

1. Misinformation repeat-offender escalations seem to have Chats 5



1. Misinformation repeat-offender escalations seem to haveregularlybeen influenc
by input from Public Policy, exempting publishers on the groundsthattheyare.
“sensitive” or likely to retaliate. In the US it appears that interventions have been
almost exclusively onbehalfof conservative publishers.

2. We have made one-off carve-outs in misinformation enforcement, apparentlydue
to political pressure, 3

3. In India a politician who regularly posted hate speech was exemptedbythe Indian
Public Policy team from normal punishment explicitly for political considerations.
A Facebook spokesperson would only go as far as saying that this “wasn't thesole.
factor.” E

3. Facebook routinely makes decisions about algorithms basedon input from
Public Policy. of

k 1. When significant changes are made to our algorithms (ranking, recommendations
they are usually reviewed by staff from Public Policy. Public Policy typicallya
interested in the impact on politicians and political media,andthey common;
launches which have significant negative impactsonpolitically sensitiv >acto§ LE

4. Final calls aboutcontent policyareroutinelymadeby senior execu
bi multiple casesthefina judgment about whetheraprominentpost violates ce

vitten policyaremadebyseniorexecutives, sometimesMark Zuckerberg.
lecisions areintendedto beanapplicationof a written policy thenit 1

y vswo d beconsulted.If insteadtherewas an unwritten

ohave Saalediion-mildag power ticth



5. Our enforcement could be more independent andt rent
seen any compelling reason why Comms and PublicPolicycouldnot n
content policy processes. 3

Questions A

Q: Is there a benign explanation for the involvementofPolicyin decisi
making?

Explanationsof Public Policy's role are typically along these lines: Ee

“Public Policy teams are important to the escalations process in that they,
rangeofissues, including translation,socio-politicalcontext, and regulate

differentenforcement options.”( https://fburl.com/pastsufl)

t seems tomethatthe“translation”and“context” parts could ¢
The “regulatoryrisks”couldrefereitherto complying with
ch,inwhichcaseanindependentteamcould provide

a



| PUK we expranauon © reauvery suagiuconwar, FaCEUOUR11 Culwith national governments over various issues, those negotiationsare
Policyteam. Governments are also aware that Facebookhassignificant inf n
political discourse. | imagine sure that politiciansroutinelyaskforspecial treatm
implicitly or explicitly, and as currently set up the Public Policy team has po
these requests because they have control over content policy. decision-making.

Q: Do other media separate political andeditorialjudgment? :

In major democracies most media organizations have some kind of institutional
between editorial decision-making and the business side (“editorial independen

} the separation isn't perfect but it's a far stronger structure than whatwehaveat

~ Inless robust democracies I believe it's common for the mediatohavea coof
‘transactional relationship with the government. Ithink that Facebook should }
much higherstandard. >

s Public Policyinput necessaryforobeyinglocal laws?

re many casesoftechcompaniesobeyinglocal ly sie
SESTA, Europe's“righttobeforgotten,”an

Wat PublicPo



3 Q:Would the oversight board change things? k)

Facebook has recently set up an external “oversight board” whichi
Bindingdecisions about individual piecesofcontent. HoweverIdont bel
had authority to influence most of the cases discussed above: Le.it will
over ranking changes, over “repeat offender” designation,over“opinion”:
“dangerous actor” designation. Thus I think that, althoughtheeffectisdefini
isquantitatively small By

Q: How could arms-length enforcement work? i

k Forenforcement of existing policies our decisionscouldsimplybe made
Public Policy, Comms, or other external-facing teams.PublicPolicy
relationships,andexplain thereasoningbehinddecisions,but woul

themselves. This is already thecaseinadspolicy
here thereis aclearseparationofenforcementfrom -t

: ofpewpoliciesand (alg
rom everyday a

|contribute|



References 5

Product Changes 5

Significant launches in News Feed, News, and Recommendation all have XEN reviewwhincludes Public Policy. Those reviews often concentrate on the impact on politicians and
major news sources. A common complaint is that explicitly political considerations entethese decisions. 5

B
Some examples ofdiscussion: aa

2020-06 JJ:nsinceringLead for Civie Integrity): is

“Separate contentpolicyfrom publicpolicy .. Today weforce memby rs
org to simultaneously optimizefor two goals. They have to arriveat lear, eno
consistent choices how they implement Mark'sprinciples around speech
company’s value. However, they also have to anticipate andplanfor the ef
choices will have on governments, our ability to run the company, andou
environment. ad

Hl umRe [e—foam a

eparate Content Policy & Public Policy .. have



“Separate Content Policy & Public Policy..1 have heardfrom many colleagues on
the content policy team that they feel pressure to ensure their recommendations align with
the interests of policymakers. They attribute this to the organizational incentives ofhaving
the content policy and public policy tears share a common root. As long as this s the casey
we will be prematurely prioritizing regulatory interests over community protection
moving swiftly to elevate our incredibly capable content policy team and making them an
independent org is one of the most important reforms we can consider.

2020-05: ci Security Officer of Facebook)

“A core problem at Facebook is that one policy org is responsiblefor both the rulesofthe
platform and keeping governments happy. .. It is very hard to make product decisions »
based upon abstract principles when you are also measured on your ability to keep innately 0)
political actorsfrom regulating /investigating/prosecuting the company, especially when 4
they have very concrete demands. .. Outside of the US, this is reflected in thefact that the oO
local policy heads are generally pulledfrom the ruling political party and are rarely drawn 5
from disadvantaged ethnic groups, religious creeds or castes. This naturally bends o
decision-making towards the powerful... This tension would better be reflectedif the org o
structure had different VPs representing these equities and, hopefully, the one pushing Q

principled decision-making winning more than their share. a

2020-10:| <<" 3

“In recent months, time and again I've seen promising interventionsfrom integhityproduct |

teams ... be prematurely stifled or severely constrained by key decision makers—often
bread on fearsofpublic and policy stakeholder responses. vel chats 5A



i
“Inrecent months, time and again I've seen promising interventionsfrom integrityteams ... be prematurely stifled or severely constrained by key decision makersoffenbased onfearsof public andpolicy stakeholder responses. .. Ive seen already builtdefunctioning safeguards being rolled backfor thesame reasons. AH

As one small example, in July 2020 a set of changes to group recommendationswas vetoexplicitly on the basis of potentially upsetting political actors: i

“A noticeable drop in distributionfo these producers (via trafic nsghtsfor
recommendations) is likely to result in high-profile escalations thatcould include
accusations of shadow-banning and/or FBbias against certainpoliticalentities dur
US 2020 election cycle.” aa

Bh

: Hate Speech 23

; $
4 a3: . i ivi |” desi:~ 2020-08: India “dangerous individual” desi

CAws articleclaimsthattheheadof Indian publicpolicyexempted
[politic n frombeingdesignated a “dangerousindividual", explicitly du

litical damageto Facebook. “a
re 5 ry



Facebook's official response seems to acknowledge that this was an influence onth

“A Facebook spokesman, [J acknowiedged that Ms. Das hadraisedconcer
about the politicalfallout that would resultfrom designating Mr. Singh a dangerou
individual, butsaid her opposition wasn'tthesole factor in the company’s decision tol
Mr. Singh remain on the platform.” g

hittps://www.wsj.com/ articlesfacebook-hate-speech-india-politics-muslim-hindu-mod
zuckerberg-11597423346 A

“There has been extensive internal discussionofthis case ( https://fburl.com/Sezemq2z
https://fburl.com/p25t5:1fl), which says that the designation is still under discussion,an
has been for six months. As far as I can tell there has been no explicit refutationof the d

/ that this decision was influenced by fear of political consequences for Facebook.

$i id

~ 2020: Trump Hate Speech i

Therehavebeen a number ofcasswhere senior executives madethe final cl
stsby theUSPresident violatedcertain rules. Whetheror notthe po

{s unclear tomewhyexecutivesshould bemaking this decision, rat
s, unless itisduetopoliticalconsiderations. riES

aat000s JFBTutorMioghnR0)



Misinformation )

Discretion in the misinformation process.

Although Facebook's Misinformation process is nominally independent, depending
party fact checkers (3PFC), there are still multiple ways in which Facebook retains

1. Facebook reserves the right to judge whether content is classified as “opinion,
can exempt it from fact-checking, a

; 2. Facebook reserves the right to exempt actors from “misinformation repeatoffen
designation. 3

3. One-off exemptions from the usual process (described below). B

4 Facebook has ‘newsworthiness” and “politician” exemptionsfor the

p. policy, and the definitionsof these categories areatthe discretion of Fac

© Theres further discussionofcases in a FastCompanyarticle.
Re Li

02 0: Many “Repeat Offender” de: at ox

erturnedafterescalation by Public oli
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20multiple tasks were filed by Public Poli



2020: Many “Repeat Offender” designatior
overturned after escalation by PublicPolicy

In early 2020 multiple tasks were filed by Public Policy, escalating “mi
offender” designations. The majority of these were forlargeconservative p
including Breitbart, Charlie Kirk, Diamond and Silk and PragerU, and none y
publishers. Some escalations explicitly mentioned thatfearof political
contributing factor. i

“this partner is extremely sensitive and has nothesitatedgoing public about
around alleged conservative bias on Facebook” i

hitps://fburl.com/hbqep7kh 4

2019: Overturned fact-check on “abor
“medically necessary.” 4

2019 Facebook applied aone-offexemptionfrom fact-ch
political lobbying. This exemption was

designation seemstostillbeineffect.

Bh



1. The “Live Action” page uploaded a video withtheclaim s
necessary”

2. Afact checker (“Health Feedback”) rated this as False,andwe labelled it
3. The page lobbied for the fact-check to be reconsidered,andtherewasso
discussion x

4. Republican senators reached out to Facebook to complain. 3
5: Facebook lodged a complaint with the IFCN (fact-checking network), argu

fact-checkers were affiliated with advocacy groups. 3

6. Facebook reclassified the post as “Not Eligible forfactchecking.”This w
the policy” decision, based on a new policy thatwas in preparation but n
(discussion by Zuckerberg @ https://furl.com/landunzu ) a

7.The new draft policy was reconsidered, andneverformally released
a understand). i Ld

© 8.The IFCN investigation upheldtheoriginal fact-check, thou
© checkshould'vedisclosed the authors’affiliationwith advoe
~ https://fburl.com/wuSxhbx7). Ke

5. Thepagecontinuestorepostvideoswiththe same cl

Ee Jo
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Like- Reply - 4d *

} \ think | have read a few of your posts and though its sad to see you

|eave the company, | wonder if there is scope for an opinion that is

completely in contrast with yours and potentially the majority of the

company.

There is an aggressive movement from the left and the right that is
pushing for more and more censorship and forcing companies like FB &
Twitter to do "more". More in this case has been inline with: de-
platforming people, removing content, curating distribution, etc.

After carefully understanding your viewpoint, | am yet to hear your a
considerations on freedom of speech and expression which FB and ul
Twitter are routinely infringing upon. Now | understand these are x
private companies and not public utilities and they can do what they oO
want, but that doesn't discount that there has been severe miss on FoS 2
maiorly because the company is now intervening and removing speech.“ &
You claim on one hand that FB is intervening at the senior levels but on OQ!
the other hand, you want FB to be more opinionated. This is backwards
IMO. Further, you are considering third party fact checkers (people or [7 ¢
algorithms) to be idealistic without any political motivation and arguing Oo
for more of ths stuff to become mainstream in the company, further
hurting freedom of speech and expression on the internet. AO
There are countless examples to state here on the left and the right. In w
alot of these cases, people on the left and right were unable to simply bi’ "protest" as access was taken away. O

3 1s it viable to have a discussion that FB is actually becoming editorial <
day by day and censoring more & more instead of a platform where apeople can communicate whatever they want (minus direct threats of Lls Violence)? . ¥: ike Reply aa atest 08 a
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—
appreciate this reply! agree this is a really hard tradeoff and |

don't think my argument is fully-coherent.

| think this is the crux, you say: "You claim on one hand that FB is

intervening at the senior levels but on the other hand, you want

FB to be more opinionated."

Yes, | claim both. | think that FB can be (1) opinionated; and (2)

non-corrupt/non-partisan.

| guess you're skeptical that's possible to do both at once, given
human nature? But you do think that non-partisanship is
possible?

Like- Reply 4d Edited 7
on

Jm— “2
here are examples of media institutions that i think are both Ll
relatively opinionated and relatively non-corrupt: WSJ, FT, the x
Guardian, the Economist. oO

Like Reply 4d Edited Os Z

Hn SWas there an additional thought after “This makes me think our civic ©

content could be significantly better if . x
" Oo

Like Reply - 4d ® LL

I— 8
oh geez when i push out notes fast the quality control =
deteriorates, i'm sorry, will fix. oO
Like - Reply - 4d CY <

[| an
Why do you write like you're running out of time?... See More we

|



Timeline Chat About  Morew

nH Note that Twitter *does* organizationally separate Public Policy from
Content Policy functions (in terms of reporting chain). This is possible,
we have simply chosen not to do it that way.

©0229Like - Reply

nH The Stamos tweet thread appears to be gone now, but | found a copy
of it at https://twtext.com/article/1265394955515650050

- TWTEXT.COM »

Thread by @wutrain, Sendingto parents, oH
guardians & students! Today starts the 1st full... Ll

Te roo 02 oe
||I zthanks! 8

Like Reply 4a OD
s EW xThank you for writing this up. | am so torn on this issue. On one hand, oO% You make very important points and are probably right on all of them, ILOn the other hand, as you point out, following these recommendations

could hasten our own demise in a variety of ways, which might interfere aall the other good we do in the world. How do you weigh these wlimpacts?
E

2 Like Reply 4d Oa oO

; BI <"ve heard that argument a bunch of times and it always puzzles noiil] wye have any empirical or theoretical reason for thinking -Simply trying to do the right thing is the wrong stratlongevity-wise? ney [va

ADoxM215OTUONENGLANERaA kiia da OD
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J ts un. | am 50 torn on iis issue. Onone fendThank you for writing this up. | am so torn on t ve. On crete
you make veryimportant points and are probably right on all of the
On theother hand, as you point out, following these recommendations
could hasten our own demise in a variety of ways, which might interfere
all the other good we do in the world. How do you weigh these
impacts?

©Like Reply

un I've heard that argument a bunch of times and it always puzzles
me — do we have any empirical or theoretical reason for thinking
that simply trying to do the right thing is the wrong strategy on
longevity-wise? on

©! [i]1 Like Reply i

NE..._—  C
written above - that this might make us MOTE TRETY 10 DE 5
banned/broken up) taxed 3

)| was also quite moved recently by reading the comments on2 Trump's 45 minute video on election fraud. So man... See More xX .Like Reply 4d Os a)7
wwI xurns out t actually does. When extremists migrate to platforms 09 like Voat, Gab, Parler, etc. their reach diminishes significantly, and ~~»  LLIWith it their ability to mobilize others for violence. Effectively the =7 recruitment and popularization mechanics o... See More O. Like Reply 1d Edited 02 =

. i 8 there data that only extremists are moving? im)n't seen that, can you share a link? xaes Like Reply - 13
MVD MISOT ON2 eR A aBrest
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define what its scope was. N tit exist jer have the
powertoalter their f t t sterally but- FB could
enter into some kind of eme Board whereby we delegate

more powers to it- like f 3s you flagged: like ranking
changesor any of the other ‘shadow munity standards. I'm even in

favor of FBdelegating to an outside authority the ability to set content on
standards in the first place. With the Board, we sort of (emphasizeon. on
sort of) createda ‘judicial’ body to judge the quality of our w
enforcement. | think it stands to reason we also alienate our own ge
“legislative” powers, as well. Ideally, this could go some ways to (D)
addressing the influence you're concerned with here. (not that, for the 2
record, | agree completely with the examples you cite, but ido agree le)
that our content policies should be fairly written and fairly enforced) Oo
Like Reply 2d © ox

| Write a comment % s0 ©
ww

o
©» Statistics @ FB im)

ember 11 at 2:18 PM @ 5% 5

© » TRIPS Proxy Signals <‘December11al2:12 PM- a: 3 w
on Proxy/Surrogate Metrics for User-Level Surveys [i

DEG ONEgEBEEEMIGERAENEAGIGREOI,&Carloswithrecommendationsonmew | | 18 ©
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December 11 at 1:19 PM- @

On De-Amplification

I had a discussion with John Hegeman earlier this week and I said | was skeptical
about "de-amplification in feed as an integrity tool. | promised him I'd try to write
something down.

This is very partial, apologies if it comes across too strident. And apologies that |
won't be around to admit mistakes in my analaysis.
Deamplification, as | understand it, essentially penalizes the downstream terms inthe value-model:
$$V =\gamma1(text{upstream} + \gamma_2 \text{downstream}) $$ »
Traditional integrity demotions just affect \(\gamma.1), while deamplificationaffectgf)\(\gamma_2\)

LL
1. IT'S NOT AN EFFICIENT WAY OF ACHIEVING AGGREGATE GOALS. a
This is probably obvious to most people, but | think it's worth statingclearly. ZzSuppose the team-level goals are: o
$$\text{(engagement)}-\beta\text{(prevalence)}$$

OVihere engagement could be sessions, MSI, etc. If those goals represent our true x| preferences, then deamplification is an inefficient way of achieving them. Therere le)8 long discussion about efficient ways that a value-model can maxiraize onobjective5 function, with many nuances, but | think its fair to say that ff we wanted te achieve  L-Our aggregate goals then we wouldn't hard-code a downstream penalty. oOMore concretely: for a given level of engagement, deamplification means higher LL7 Prevalence. We're paying a price, in terms of prevalence, for distinguishing ~~ x |=upstream and downstream terms,
©)7

2 DOWNSTREAM INTEGRITY EFFECTS ARE ALREADY. RR oonyes ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE =
~The downstream term in the value modi!alread) ity :ly reflects the integrity demotions5 ha wil beapiedto my friends. Ifa piece of cantons pas high p(misinfo), thena imseinstream) willbecorrespondingly lower, due.toour ion models. § C
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2. DOWNSTREAM INTEGRITY EFFECTS ARE ALREADY ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE
VALUE MODEL.

The downstream term in the value model already reflects the integrity demotions:
that will be applied to my friends. If a piece of content has high p(misinfo), then
pldownstream) will be correspondingly lower, due to our prediction models
anticipating the demotion.

This represents the theoretical best-case: I'm sure that in practice the recursiveness
of demotions isn't perfect, but | don't think we know whether it causes too-much or

~ too-little penalization of downstream terms.
If we thought there was inefficiency then we should tackle that by (1) studying it cf). (e.g. through looking at whether residuals are mean-zero for misinfo), and (2)fixings)the prediction models, not by putting a hard-coded penalty on downstream.terms.[1]
3. THERE'S AN INCENTIVE TO ROUTE AROUND DE-AMPLIFICATION, a
believe that experiments are stil evaluated based on upstream-+downstream 2gagement, and the downstream engagement effects are not discounted by figintegrity predictions. This means there's a discrepancy between the value-model

|th gus y that experiments are evaluated. COHii) ilis i true then teams have an incentive to route aroundthede-amplification [XYoe arain the value-model. gs
fe CiiPpose that de-amplification suppressesacertain categoryof clickbaitontributes a lotto engagement. Thenany feed engineer who car

ak whchcorrelateswith thatcontentwillhave launch t
iii rp

n nd o! utomated tools (AE/Ay Bie Gears aid2 re oe
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4. WHY ARE WE DOING DEAMPLIFICATION?

1haven't followed the deamplification discussion closely at all, and | sincerely
apologize if I'm mischaracterizing this.

What | have seen seems to emphasize these points:

1. Bad quality posts (e.g. misinfo) are disproportionately likely to have high

downstream terms.

2 2. People shouldn't be shown bad-quality content just because other people wan!
; to see it.

| Deamplification may help those problems, but it isn't an efficient way ofaddresgjga
them: »h

| 1.If some subset of posts are more likely to be misinfo than others, we shouldL]
. confirm that the classifiers are well calibrated (remember that the conditiorf

equal marginal quality, not equal avg quality), and if the classifers are not oO
calibrated we should fix that >

2.If we want to account for different reactions to quality we can fix that with aQ)ubjective term in our demotion (and we should make sure to incorporate jubjective values it into our topline goals, not just our value-model, otherwis
il route around it). ne
here's some other problem which deamplification addresses, but apolodied

1 - REASONS FOR DOING INEFFICIENT DEMOTIONS.
cturalhere, but|thinkthere may be. itutional rea

fortheworld" demotion. |
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this this is true regarding the "bad for the world" demotion. Itis an attempt to do

two things: (1) reduce objectively bad content; (2) nominally satisfy subjective
preferences. The conflict of these two demands caused it to be implemented in an

incoherent way: ref.
|would conjecture that there might be similar insitutional imperatives behind de-
amplification: we want to increase demotion on misinformation (and other harmful

© suff) butits difficult to get sign-off on simply turning up the dial on these
~ demotions.

| So we instead we've started a series of projects which are nominally targetting user-

© value, and the "de-amplification” project fits that pattern. We then choose which of
| these projects to launch not based on whether they deliver user value (their nominal ¢/)
~ purpose), butinstead primarily on whether they reduce prevalence of harmful on

content. a

| The resultis an increased demotion of bad content, but at the cost of efficiency, rN
conceptual clarity, and technical debt. [OF2

© / Ai01 8 Comments 2 Shares Seen by 416 O=

De © comment A Share or

Ye x |O)
Ero ll re ad oh

"your view of the gosandincor ore matert
demotion (ncuding the comments onthe other post) You

fowiscta ichgives a good ®
etleeFe Tea

on ise1 2018 to arg emer
s. While b. .
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nH rT the sake of clarity and so | can follow, when

you say "including comments on the other post" what is the other

post you're referring to?

Like - Reply

=in OP
Like- Reply ©

| B oh damn | completely missed that. Thanks!

Like- Reply

BB Write a reply. @ > & $f

Ll

[ ®

Like Reply 4d 0:2 8

| Nk whist io missed here is that in many cases we know our detection iS)
for misinfo-type integrity harms is awful. We don't have the option to ln]
just turn up demotions since we don't have good detection. We do Oo
know that reducing downstream virality for c... See More [I'S
Like Reply - 4d - Edited ©? o

|I =
agree that functionally one purpose of itis to reduce aggregate oO
misinfo-type integrity harms, but | think we'd be better-off if we «=
were explicit that that is the function, rather than framing it as a a
principled distinction between user-value and non-u... See More w

A: a
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J—
agree that functionally one purpose of it is to reduce aggregate

misinfo-type integrity harms, but | think we'd be better-off if we

were explicit that that is the function, rather than framing it as a

principled distinction between user-value and non-u... See More

Like- Reply- 4d 0:2

IN Thanks for putting this together @ Tom and as someone who has

worked on a lot of deamplification, | can't disagree with a lot of what

you said. At some level, it's - as you point out - somewhat a 7

compromise to what is possible vs. what is ideal. | do think that wl

integrity metrics are often leading indicators of user value - e.g. if you 02

happen to hit misinformation by deprecating deep reshares, you are 0

likely increasing the overall "truthfulness" of the ecosystem. And that Zz

shifts the overton windown internally as to what is possible such that | 3

don't think it's out of the question to simply start over on ranking civic

content in a way that wasn't possible before deamplification work 14

landed and showed impact. It's not the ideal or most direct path to Qo

getting to user value....but it's the best path we have had. Definitely a

appreciate these thoughts and please keep watching this space from 7
afar. I'm hopeful we'll do what you suggest above more directly =

eventually. QO

Like- Reply- 4d []=

BH Write a comment... [RA w


